Loading studies of the anticancer drug camptothecin into dual stimuli-sensitive nanoparticles. Stability scrutiny.
In recent years, the preparation of valuable drug delivery systems (DDS) from self-assembled amphiphilic copolymers has attracted much attention since these nanomaterials provide new opportunities to solve problems such as the lack of solubility in water of lipophilic drugs, improve their bioavailability, prolong their circulation time and decrease the side effects associated with their administration. In the current study two types of biocompatible pH-responsive nanoparticles derived from poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) have been used as drug nano-carriers, being one of them core cross-linked to circumvent their instability upon dilution in human fluids. The present paper deals with the optimization of the loading process of the labile, hydrophobic and highly active anticancer drug, Camptothecin (CPT) into the nanoparticles with regard to four independent variables: CPT/polymer ratio, sonication, temperature and loading time. Forty experiments were carried out and a Box-Behnken experimental design was used to evaluate the significance of the independent variables related to encapsulation efficiency and drug retention capacity. The enhanced drug loading and encapsulation efficiency values (58% and >92%, respectively) of CPT were achieved by the core cross-linked NPs in 2 h at 32 °C at CPT/polymer ratio 1.5:1 w/w and 14 min of sonication. The optimized CPT-loaded NPs were studied by dynamic light scattering and scanning electron microscopy, and an increase in size of the loaded-NP compared to the unloaded counterparts was found. Other twenty experiments were conducted to study the enability to retain CPT into the conjugates at different ionic strength values and times. The stability studies demonstrated that the core cross-linked nanocarriers displayed an excellent drug retention capacity (>90%) at 25 °C for 15 days in every ionic-strength environments whereas the non-cross-linked ones were more stable at physiological ionic strength. The optimized systems proved to be a major step forward to encapsulate and retain CPT in the NP nuclei, what makes them ideal devices to control the delivery of CPT upon the triggered acidic conditions of solid tumors.